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I
John Cleland's Memoirs ofa Woman of Pleasure (1748-49) is
recognized as one of the first major WOrks of eighteenth-century
erotica written in English.-　The Memoirs both borrowed Hom and
expanded ion the thematic and stylistic characteristics of L'Escole des
Filles (1655), which was translated into English as The School of Venus
(1680)･ However, Cleland's work di鴫rs signmcantly Hom its French
predecessors･2 The eighteenth一ccntury characteristics of British erotica
align with the contemporary novel, a cultural construct that both arose
from and enabled the Habermasian public debate over prlVate life in
general･3 Erotica also played an important role in the emergence of
the public sphere: it not only helped to distinguish between fact and
fiction but also shape a mode of understanding the world, by which
eighteenth一ccntury readers could attain a specmc subjectivlty through
erotic wrltlngS･ However, few attempts have been made to discuss the
relationship between erotica and the modern individuals subjection in
the eighteenth-century public sphere･ In the rollowlng, I will focus on
the modern characteristics of the Memoirs in the history of the novel
as a genre Hom the viewpoint Of sexual pleasure, which also led to the
construction of the contemporary British public sphere･ I argue that
the Memoirs involved many readers in public power relations and, at
the same time, paradoxically revealed possible methods of resistance
to modern subjection.
This paper starts with a review of the religious aspects of Italian
and French erotica in the seventeenth century and English adaptations
of these works･4 In this period, we can see the emergence of modern
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pornography, which is mainly concerned with sexual discourse,
separated from relig10uS Satire. I will then examine the sexua一
confession in the Memoirs and the reader's fictional identification
with Fanny as a narrator, which makes us realize the gradual sh血of
narrative interest from religlOuS tO Class一ccntered issues. Moreover,
during this period sexuality became increaslngly important for the
emerglng middle-class bourgeoisie. Indeed, the role of readers of
erotica became slgnificant for eighteenth-century attitudes toward
sexuality. Although the Memoirs advocates the heterosexual
pleasure as a bourgeoisie ideal, it also shows a contradictory desire
for homosexuality. For example, a homoerotic scene in the work is
concerned with the hermaphroditic nature of pornographic reading･
Finally, I argue that the eighteenth一ccntury readers of the Memoirs
were able to act voluntarily on the 氏)rmation of the public sphere. The
latency of the prlVate sphere and its negation transferred the subject
into the larger realm of an imagined communlty Such as the British
public sphere.
剛
According to Julie Peakman, before the height of French erotica,
Italian pornography was popular and found a market in Britain as early
as the sixteenth century. The鉦st impact was made by the works of
Pietro Aretino whose Ragionamenti (1534), one of the proto-types of
erotica, was available in London in 1584. In this work, two whores
discuss sex orgleS in the convent, Conveylng the contemporary attitude
toward the collapse of relig10uS authority･ Ragionamenti, as Peter
Ⅵgner argues, was aimed at "the bawdy and obscene satire of religion
and clerics as well as the descrlpt10n Of the voluptuous pleasures of
human sexuality" (226). Many Italian works of erotica revea一ed a close
relationship between sex and religlOn, and the whore's dialogue was
employed for the purpose of revealing religious hypocrlSy･
In the seventeenth century, English renditions of Italian pornography
became available: Rag10namenti was translated into English as The
Crafty Whore (1658), La Puttana Errante (1660) as The Accomplished
Whore, and La Retorica delle Puttane (1642) as The Whore'S
Rhetorick (1683). These works conHate the whore's Tire with religious
licentiousness. A notable feature of English translations is what
Peakman calls "血ee translations," (17) which has many deletions and
additions. For instance, The Whore's Rhetorick clearly expresses the
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anti-sodomitical mentality of British erotica: a bawd states that `Aretin's
Figures ･ ･ ･ are calculated for a hot Region a little on this side of
Sodom, and are not necessary to be seen in any Northern Clime" (171).5
Here is an expression of a nascent nationalistic preference in sexuality.
Male homosexuality, especially Including anal intercourse, is one of
the characteristics of traditional pornography, but by referring to a
geographical deHection of sodomy, The Whore 'S Rhetorick, eschewing
male一male sexuality, manages to direct the readers'attention to
female prostitute sexuality. The followlng Passage from The Whore's
Rhetoric demands that readers detect the multiple meanlngS Of the
whore's language.ら A procuress, Mother Creswell, while instructing
young Dorothea to provide amorous services for men, insists on the
importance of sexual eloquence:
Let this be attended wlth some dying words, so血 murmurlng Sighs,
as may be just overheard by your lover. Redoubling the knots of
hands and feet, let the Comedy end with some sweet kisses, in
which let your tongue gently glide within his lips; that you may
seem to have transmitted your Soul that way; whilst he in血ses his,
in retum at another door. (44)
This passage expresses a prostitute's figure of speech, dexterously
employed to entertain her male customers and readers･ Through
the advice of a more experienced person to a novice, the readers
are informed of the subtle rhetoric, seemingly高natural, Without
any artificial constraint" (43). A successful prostitute has a strong
command of her "tongue''So as to afford both carnal and spiritual
pleasure to her clients･ The tongue kiss with a sweet and arouslng
accent could make her male customer captlVe: he is totally drawn to
her amorous appearance and misinterprets the confessed feeling as her
true interiorlty･ Through the descrlpt10n Of the prostitute's seemlngly
nat〟ml erotic pleasure, the reader is made to realize the gap between
multiple appearances and one true reality that must be interpreted
in depth･ The whores, as Catherine Gallagher asserts, are therelbre
"rhetoricians and actresses combined" and whose most fascinating
characteristics are "not exchanglng Sexual favors for money but
dissimulating affection in words and actions" (28).7
The Whore's Rhetoric, revealing the behind-the-scenes maneuverlng
of the business, glVeS readers the sexual excitement around female
prostitute sexuality. The variety of pe嵐)rmance techniques is common
not only to prostitutes but also women writers and actresses:
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Interest is the subject of this art; and what ever an insatiable
avarice can either pretend to, or desire, may be included in the
object thereof. Invention is prlnClpally necessary in this Art, to
frame new pretexts, and a diverslty Of expressions, with reference
to the circumstances of person, time and place: and to impose
probabilities, or even things utterly false, as certain, and true･
A good memory lS requlSite to avoid contradictions, and those
inconveniences, the repetition of the same frauds and artifices
would in魚11ibly produce. (39)
The two principles-a diversity Of expression and probability-passed
into eighteenth-century erotica. As for diverse modes of representation,
Gallagher pays particular attention to circumstantial and physical
information such as "person, time and place," (28) by means of which
novelists succeed in making readers believe in nctional characters･ In
order to prevent the notion Hom being judged agalnSt the truth test to
which non一缶ctional wrltlngS have to submit, the writer here glVeS uS
as much.Coherent information intemal to the text as possible. Unless
there is enough information about particularities, readers would seek
the real referent beyond the notional world. When this happens, the
notional world would collapse at a blow. Therefore, higher probability
was required of new nctional writing because what mattered most was
not factual reference to reality but truthfulness within the story･ These
two prlnCiples emphasized in The Whore'S Rhetorick are prerequlSites
for the eighteenth-century novel in distlnguishing Itself from other
genres of discourse･
When we compare the immoral aspects of French erotica with
the social and relig10uS COnVentions of the time, the following
generalization of seventeenth-century erotica may be observed as a
matter of course. Lynn Hunt argues that =pornography was almost
always an aqunct to something else until the middle or end of the
eighteenth century''(10)･ Indeed, mode血 pornography is a kind
or amalgam of different genres of discourse whose main technique
is to employ sex as a vehicle for attacking religious and political
authorities. French erotica, o偶en combining whorish l龍with religious
licentiousness, also acknowledged traditional whore dialogue･ In the
late seventeenth-century, French sexual writlngS became popular in
Britain: L'Escole des Filles (1655), L'Acade'mie des Dames (1680),
and Venus dams le Clol-ire (1683), all reached a wider audience
both as originals and translations･ The School of Venus also takes
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the Aretinesque form of the whore's dialogue, but its two female
characters are not prostitutes, So we see the genre stretching beyond
the orlglnal boundary of the whore･ In its use of the typlCal ngure of
the experienced elder who instructs the innocent younger in the art
of sexual pleasure, this work seeks to undermine the contemporary
morality of family as well as relig10n. However, as we have seen in
me Whore's Rhetoric, even in the seventeenth century there were
embryonic features of genuine sexual pleasure independent of religious
insinuations, which led to the emergence of-the Memoirs in the middle
of the century.
日間
Desplte the inseparable relation to religious authorities, sixteenth-
and seventeenth-century erotica in Italy and France opened the door for
transformations of British pornography･ How could the Memoirs foster
this departure from ``something else''a句acent to traditional erotica?
In other･words. what was required for the new erotica to pursue its own
path? The novelistic representations of eighteenth-century subjects are
essential to explore this question. Here, I do not necessarily emphasize
the formal characteristics of the Memoirs as a novel. What matters
most lies not in its prosaic style but in its innovative production of the
modern readers who decipher their own pleasure by reading novelistic
discourse. In this section, through the examination of two recent
studies of the modern novel as a genre-by Mary Poovey and Michael
McKeon-I discuss the way ln Which the Memoirs develops a new type
of reader who confesses both private sexual experiences and the inner
realm of such experiences. First, this work takes a narrative form of
confession, in which Fanny IS a COnfessor whose body and mind are
brought into the view of the Active Madam. The readers, presumably
masculine, through fictional identification with this addressee then
examine the elements of Fanny's confession: her innermost desire,
the causation of her deeds, and the truthfulness of her narrative.8　As
Fanny needs Madam to interpret her confession, as a reader Madam
in turn calls for outside interpretation of her own pleasure of reading
the Memoirs. Through identification with Madam, the readers are
thus made to reHect on their own sexual secrets that are still hidden
from themselves･ They need another agency ln Order to decipher and
diagnose the secrets with which they are involved in terms of the
eighteenth-century public sphere･ The novelistic discourse produced
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by confession, therefore, is signincant in understanding the emergence
of the introspective readers of this new erotica･
While Poovey's interdisclplinary perspective focuses on the
historical separation of imaglnative literature from modern economics,
McKeon presents a wider vision concernlng the division of knowledge
in general･ In so far as literary writings are concerned, McKeon
focuses on the separation of novelistic discourse from other genres
of writlngS in the mid-eighteenth century. He argues that departlng
from the continuum of fact and fiction in the seventeenth century,
the Memoirs highlights a decisive moment in the creation of pleasure
for its own sake. This new concept of pleasure, demanding objective
standpoint of reading erotica, brings us to a more abstract argument
concemlng the relations between sex and pleasure･9
Like Gallagher, Poovey argues that multiple techniques of literary
figures of speech such as "metaphors and personifications''(95) are
slgnincant in asking "readers to imaglne invisible actions and believe
the author's account" (97) in early eighteenth-century Britain. In the
discussion of Daniel Defbe's writings, Poovey Insists that Defoe's
prlmary S'ubject lies in the promotion of the abstract idea of a credit
economy.10　For Defoe and his contemporaries, writing does not
presuppose the clear distinction between fact and fiction; therelbre,
it is not at all odd that "Defbe's pamphlets and essays on credit, his
pseudodocumentary on Mrs･ Veal, and the prose work we call Romna"
could be regarded as "parts of a slngle prqieCt" to disperse ``commerce
and virtue" (Poovey 94). As for the Memoirs, especially in the first
part of Volume II, Fanny asserts the slgni丘cance of a "variety of forms
and modes" (91) of expression to pornographic writing even though it
is di飾cult to escape the repetition of images, ngures, and expressions･
Indeed, this work does not use any four-letter words for depictlng
rather realistic amorous scenes. The polnt is that literary devices
such as生amplification, association, and metaphor" (Poovey 98) have
a tremendous power to infuse abstract ideas in the reader's mind by
connecting fact and nction･
Concernlng the rule of probability, Poovey indicates how the prlnt
medium became important for ensurlng the truthfulness of a story･
Besides rhetorical elaborations, the author could give readers a sense of
credibility of the nctional events through the manlpulation of authentic
narration･ In員The Apparition,''Mrs･ Veal's utterances were delivered
orally, and yet員what we have instead-what was preserved and斤xed
by Defoe-is a printed substitute for those words (and the events they
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describe) that authenticated itself precisely because it was printed"
(1 10). The succession of respectable male narrators, from outside the
event, lends credibility to her ghost story, which was hard to believe
in the first place. When unreliable speech is transformed into text
by these authentic narrators, the prlnt media "disappear so that what
they seemed to represent could circulate (as) value''(110)･ In other
words, the pseudo-objective perspective on the actual events becomes
more and more signincant for notional writlngS in the early part of the
century, which led to the later nourishing 6f the transparent narration
of the noveL We see here the move to transparency of medium of
literary devices.
In its application of these literary techniques of the novel, the
Memoirs stands apart from the traditional erotica, which was rife
with relig10uS and political references･ As Fanny herself expresses,
the main subject of the work is an abstraction of pleasure for its
own sake:高the nature of pleasure itself, whose capital favourite
object is enjoyment Of beauty, wherever that rare invaluable gift is
found, Without distinction of birth or station" (84). Cleland could
heighten･the probability of abstract pleasure by underscoring the
ability to command sexual enjoyment in low life･ Indeed, Fanny,
in consplraCy With her mistress, Mrs. Cole, swindles Mr･ Nobert,
who orlglnally had great wealth but wastes his fortune and health in
aristocratic debauchery. Due to高having worn out and stal'd all the
more common modes of debauchery," Mr･ Nobert becomes sexually
excited only through付maiden-hunting… (129). Mrs･ Cole makes him
pray by Fanny's pretence of a vlrgln: his overindulgence in aristocratic
debauchery and physical weakness causes a loss of ability to detect
Fanny's decept10nS･ The Memoirs humiliates Mr･ Nobert'S高premature
abortive e鯖usion" (139) and deprives him of the male sexual pleasure
given by "ejaculation into the vagina" (Weed 13) in order to condemn
the upper-class wasteful use of pleasure･ Through the exclusion of
aristocratic libertinism "so grossly cheated by their pride,''Fanny
insists on the significance of "purer and more unsophisticate''(84)
persons of beauty. The generalization of pleasure as such is made
possible by turning lower class sexuality Into an Object of examination･
An example of this examination is Will, a young servant of Fanny's
patron, who can give her exqulSite pleasure･ Fanny's patron, Mr･ H,
has sexual relations with her maid, So Fanny seduces Will in order to
avenge her insulted pride. Unlike Mr. Nobert, as Weed polntS OuL this
young servant possesses the advantage of "abundant virility and the
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virtues,''(16) both of which are increasingly significant for the sell
identlty Of the eighteenth一ccntury bourgeoisie･ Soon after breaking
up with Fanny, Will, with such "secret excellencies," marries …an inn-
keeper's buxom young widow''(87) and successfully moves upward
into the middle class. Pleasure for its own sake, therefore, through the
attack on traditional libertinism, becomes one of the characteristics of
the emerglng middle-class bourgeoisie in the eighteenth century･
In intercourse with Will, Fanny plays the important role of
remodeling traditional aristocratic deb,auchery Into a modern,
acceptable form of sexuality the goal of which is, in a broad sense,
to offer pleasure of imaglnation･ Here, Fanny lS not Only a sexual
facilitator of pleasure as such, but is also an objective observer who
controls the incident. With a variety of expressions, she describes
Will's sexual body:
I could not without pleasure behold, and even ventur'd to feel,
such a length! such a breadth of animated ivory, perfectly well
turn'd and fashion'd the proud st描ness of which distended its
skin, whose smooth polish, and velvet-softness, might vye with
that-of the most delicate of our sex. (72)
This passage expresses the "[gIender fluidity''(108) Nussbaum
describes with regard to both Wi一l and Fanny･ Will is depicted with a
``smooth beardless chin,''"smooth polish, and velvet-softness''of the
skin, and "maiden bashmIness," (72) all of which blur the boundary
of this male servant's gender. He is made to take a feminine position
during the intercourse, so that the scene could be interpreted as
homosexual. However, because of his natural manliness, with a
huge ivory "machine… that glVeS both pleasure and palm tO Fanny,
the scene leads to heterosexual relations. In this way, Will manages
two contradictory characteristics一manly virility and tender
femininlty-Which becomes a standard for the contemporary middle-
class bourgeoisie. While emphasizing Will's femininlty, Fanny's
role becomes relatively masculine･ Although she is an experienced
prostitute, she takes great pleasure in beholding Will's amazlng penis,
which is observed and described rhetorically and in great detail･
Fanny has perfect control over the intercourse by assumlng a male-
specific voyeuristic gaze and pursulng SOmehow rakish pleasure of
exploitlng lower-class sexuality･ Thus, Fanny, as both prostitute and
female writer, attains a masculine authority in her narrative･
In her argument on "The Apparition,''Poovey focuses on the
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effectiveness of authentic narrators endorsing the probability of
the story from outside of the scene･ Similarly, McKeon argues that
a particular distance from the event is essential to providing the
pleasure itself to the readers: "[p]leasure itself is therefore a product of
disinterestedness" (668). By referring to ``disinterestedness,''McKeon
has in mind the eighteenth一ccntury separation of the public from the
prlVate realm, to which I shall return in the Enal section of the essay･
The disinterested position suggests a certain feeling of detachment
from oneself, so that we are made to be c6nscious of the two pronles
of Fanny: one as a prostitute-heroine and the other as a woman-
writer･ Her duality perhaps reminds us of the whore's bodily and
verbal manlPulation of male customers in The Whore's Rhetoric of the
previous century･
However, there is a major difference between The Whore's
Rhetoric and the Memoirs. In The Whore's Rhetoric, as we have
seen, a prostitute's command of ``tongueD plays an important role
in concealing the gap between external appearance and internal
essence･. In contrast, Fanny's hand, in both physical and metaphorical
senses, reveals her difficulty with maintainlng the consistency of
her personality. The readers have already encountered some of the
deceptive techniques Fanny utilizes for pleasing her male customers,
so the ecstasies Fanny pem)rms with her fingers under her petticoat
would give them an artincial impression. However, Fanny leverages
the Haws of her writlng tO Present abstract pleasure for its own sake･
For example, when Fanny reaches a climax, she often lays down her
pen: "oh!一my pen drops from me here in the extasy now present to
my faithful memory! DescrlptlOn too deserts me, and delivers over
a task, above its strength of Wing, to the imaglnation: but it must
be an imagination exalted by such a flame as mine" (183)･ Here,
reminiscently, Fanny tried to represent the pleasure given tO her by her
lover, Charles, but because of an orgasm in her imaglnation, she failed
to complete her work as a writer･ The reader, then, taking her place
with the same imaglnation as hers, should represent her pleasure and
reach a climax･ Thus, Fanny shows the limit of authorial voice, and
designates that the reader acts to interpret the pleasure of imagmation･
In the process of breaking up the fact-notion continuum, the power of
imaglnation, detached仕om the scene becomes increaslngly signincant･
The reader, identifying with these contradictory selves, becomes aware
of the complexlty Of pleasure itself･ McKeon, mainly focusing on
the disinterested polnt Of view, asserts the general characteristics of
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modern pleasure but involved in its abstraction are the sellconHicting
individuals who both read pornographic writlngS in a rational way and
try to interpret their own desire outside the text.
IV
We have seen that in the process of being a ``rational pleasurist,''
(McKeon 668) one is made to realize the duality of oneself as well
as of Fanny herself. In order to explicate,how the dual character is
problematized in the sexual confessions of erotica, We shall now turn
to Michel Foucault's discussion of sexuality･11 Sexuality, according
to Foucault, produces the truth about sex through a mixture of the
confessional ritual and the scientific knowledge of sex. which was
gradually developed mainly ln the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.
With the religlOuS technique of confession, sex as such was placed
within discourse and then transposed into the realm of scientific
analysis･ Foucault argues that sexuality lS invented as the truth about
the individual's sexual pleasure. The ancient technique of religlOuS
confession and the new scientinc method of inquJry are necessary for
the modernization of knowledge about sex･ This religlOuS-SCientific
discourse on sex is quite Significant for the construction of pleasure
in the Memoirs･ We realize that pleasure-the prlmary purpose Of
eighteenth一ccntury erotica-is not without "the truth of sex" (Foucault
68)･ We have already seen that McKeon, focusing on fictional
detachment from the reality, shows us a break-up of the fact-fiction
continuum･ Now, along with Foucault's argument on sexuality, We
could say that pleasure itself has much to do with the contemporary
scient誼c knowledge of the sexual body.
In fact, the pleasure of solitary sex was problematized in the early
eighteenth century: for the nrst time, many became interested in sex
as such from the scientinc point of view. For example, Onania (1710),
a quasi-medical treatise on masturbation, was widely read throughout
the century･ As for the popularlty Of Onania, Thomas Laqueur polntS
out the slgnincant role of London co鴨e houses言n which it acquired
a wide range of readers among other newspapers and books: …As
sex with oneself became a topic fbr the most serious reflection, the
young-boys and girls-and especially women were said to be its
prototypical practitioners''(18). We a一so begin to see a larger social
and public aspect of solitary sex as a discourse･ Onania, promoting
public partlClpation in the toplC Of this se廿contained pleasure, took
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the form of an epIStOlary novel, for which readers submitted their own
secret experiences･ There ar e expanded editions of the work that
added letters by putative readers･ The work's successive publication
indicates that a tentative knowledge of solitary sex induces another
modmed knowledge and that new interpretations, taking ln more and
more readers, would last fbrever･ As McKeon argues, the author of
this work負established the public-sphere status of masturbation as the
secret that everybody not only knows but also knows that everyone
knows''(285). 12　By utilizing the growinglnterest in modern science
and medicine, Onania allows readers to consider how an objective
judgment can be made regarding the solitary lmaglnation･
Although the purpose of Onania appears to warn against the
physical dangers of masturbation, this work, focuslng On the internal
solitude of the practice, brings the privacy Of self into question:
That unnatural Practice by which persons of either sex may de創e
thelr OWn bodies, without the Assistance of others. Whilst yielding
to filthy imagination, they endeavor to imitate and procure for
themselves that Sensation, which God has ordered to attend the
Carnal Commerce of the two sexes for the Continuance of our
Species. (14)
Expressed here is an increaslng Concern for the imaglnation rather
than for the act of masturbation･ The problem of a ''nlthy imaglnation"
is that one could have sexual contentment of one's own creation
without any connectedness to others: strong rejection occurs agalnSt
this inexplicable pleasure of the autonomous self･ In splte Of the
quasi-medical diagnosis of masturbation in this tract, what truly
matters is the author's emphasis on the interpretation of the prlVate
self. Onania, therefore, makes the reader feel a strong need to analyze
the various problems raised by the confession of the other readers'
secret experiences･ More dangerous than the physical damage of
masturbation is the prlVate hidden inside that could infect others'
minds.
The Memoirs does not make solitary sex problematic; rather, it
Focuses on the voyeuristic pleasure of masturbation, Soliciting readers
to detect how Fanny, "guided by nature," (25) feels pleasure from
witnesslng an erotic scene･ Fanny's masturbation is slgnincant because
it transfers actual pleasure into an imagined event through which the
reader could imitate Fanny･ Peeplng through the small hole to wimess
the spectacular encounter between Mrs･ Brown and her young lover･
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Fanny confesses: "I stole my hand up my petty-coat, and with nngers
all on nre, seized, and yet more innamed that center of all my senses
･ [aIfter which my senses recover'd coolness enough to observe
the rest of the transaction between this happy pair" (25). Palpitating,
breathless, and writhing with pleasure, Fanny experiences an orgasm
from this erotic spectatorship, and at the very moment loses her senses
completely･ Fanny's confession, therefore, presents the disinterested
pleasure of watching, which is more common to the general audience.
In this sense, Fanny, submittlng Supple五cmtary comments on the
confessed privacy, becomes much more slgnificant than the persons
who practice the act of sexual intercourse. However, as we have seen,
Fanny as writer could not determine where the confessed pleasure
exists in the魚nal analysIS: a Certain limit to the authorial voice leaves
the correct interpretation with the reader.
With regard to the postponement of a final judgment on the
confession, Foucault insists that the truthfulness of confession does
not lie in the subject who professes the secret but in the other party
who listens to the confession･ As the confessors could reveal only an
``obscure ､truth''(66) that is known to them, the entire truth requires
outside interpretation･ The eighteenth-century resurrection of the
hermeneutic agency of ostensible religIOuS COnfession makes the
speaking subject liable to an authoritative一mow scientiEc-inspection.
In other words, incessant examination by others is necessary for
the eighteenth一ccntury readers to realize their own sellidentities.
Beyond the confessed "obscure truth" lies another truth waitlng tO
be interpreted by the other whose subjectivity lS aS incomplete as
that of the observed･ McKeon'S負disinterestedD perspective, which
leads, through reading the Memoirs, to the eighteenth一ccntury idea
of pleasure, involves modern individuals in a never-ending process of
subjection･ Furthermore, actual readers never attain ultimate pleasure
as such because the truth of sex is高elusive by nature" (Foucault 66).
Only Hom a virtual standpoint could such a pleasure be gained. What
the readers of the Memoirs as well as Onania feel as the pleasure of
imaglnation is indeed an illusion, under which emerges the modern
individual doomed to both confession and interpretation. Readers'
imaglnations are dangerous not only because they might "denle their
bodies," but also because the readers of eighteenth-century erotica
were under the illusion that they could achieve pleasure by scrutinizlng
the confessed narrative･ Thus, the readers of eighteenth-century erotica
became involved in the power relations in which the desire for pleasure
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is always in motion. Moreover, although readers seem to pursue bodily
pleasures through their representations, they are actually charged with
the desire to seek the unattainable truth of sexuality. The Memoirs,
utilizing the solitary sex that Onania denies, presents heterosexuality
as an idealized truth for its contemporary reader.
Not surprlSlngly, the particularities represented in the pornography
do not necessarily allow us to pursue all kinds of sexual pleasure･
Through the abstraction of various possibilities of sexuality, aiming
at true knowledge, the reader is directed tda certain type of pleasure･
Therefore, although a variety of sexual practices-masturbatory,
heterosexual, homosexual, bisexual, or promiscuous-are available
in the Memoirs, it is qulte reasonable that the work finally presents
heterosexuality as an ideal way to reach pleasure itself. Heterosexual
pleasure, as we have already seen in the episode with Will, along
with the attack on the traditional libertine Mr. Nobert, becomes a
sexual standard of the emerglng middle-class bourgeoisie in the
eighteenth century. Indeed, the prlmaCy Of heterosexual intercourse
can be recognized both in Fanny's experiences as a prostitute and her
portrayals of other people's sexual practices･ In the early stage of the
story, Fanny lS introduced to prostitution by an older whore, Phoebe,
with whom she shares. The lesbian play between them no doubt glVeS
Fanny some sexual comfort, but ''this foolery from woman to woman"
tums out not to be "the main object''(34) of her desire. The sexual
initiation through lesbianism, which traditional pornography has as a
common topic, became ``rather the shadow than the substance of any
pleasure" (34).13　Female masturbation, especially by Fanny, should
be regarded as a substitute for vaglnal intercourse between men and
women. Anal sex is also denied even in heterosexual intercourse.
Emily, dressed in a shepherd costume, attends a masquerade and has
a sexual encounter with a domino at the bagnlO. At飢st, the domino
thinks Emily lS really a young man, but later discovers her true sex･
Even so, he tries to pursue "a mi§-direction''(155) to obtain his sexual
pleasure. However, her ``Complaints… and高resistance''(155) prevent
him Hom golng mrther, and thus the pseudo-sodomitical relations are
avoided.
Eventually, Charles, who both takes her vlrglnlty and marries her,
is represented as her ideal partner for heterosexual intercourse･ While
Will is one of the most exqulSite examples of a bourgeois English
man of the eighteenth century, Charles embodies "manly beauty"
(36) much better than Will. In her incident with Charles, Fanny, by
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referring to -the largeness of his machine (for few men could dispute
size with him)" (40) tries to suggest his perfect virility･ With regard
to charles･ tender femininlty, Fanny describes ''his temper･ the even
sweetness or it made him seem born for domestic happiness" (48) so
that his social eminence, endorsed with gentle domesticlty･ anticlpateS
their happy ending through marrlage･ As is the case with Will,
Fanny･s disinterested position reveals the gender ambiguity of Charles･
cha.les･ naked body is described as the/object of her voyeuristic
desire:
oh! Could I palnt his fLgure aS I see it now still I"eSent tO my
transported imaglnation! a whole length of an a一l-perfect manly
beauty in mll view･ Think of a face without a fault･ glowing With
all the opening bloom, and verna皿eshness of an age言n which
beauty IS Of either sex･ and which the nrst down over his upper-lip
scarce began to distinguish･ (44)
In this.scene, as Charles lay asleep･ he was totally passive under her
gaze･ Except lbr the wISpy muStaChe･ his beautiful face is almost
indistinguishable from a female counterpart･ His hermaphrodite
beauty is displayed in great detail by emphasizlng "the delicacy of his
complexion,･･ "the smoothness of his skin･男``his snow-white bosom,"
"the supple somess of the shaft," and the "wondrous treasure-bag of
natu.e･s sweets- (44-45). Thus Fanny, assuming a manly disinterested
perspective, is led to ideal heterosexual intercourse with Charles･
As we have already seen, early modern British erotica･ in its
attenuation of a satirical tone against religious authorities･ eliminated
the graphic scenes of sodomitical pleasures･ David Weed points Out
that the negation of male homosexuality lS Crucial to the national
identlty Of Englishness･ In eighteenth-century England･ the prevalence
of sodomy was to be "equated with forclgn influences from the
･luxurious･ Orient and from the allegedly more `e鴨minate'European
nations, France and Italy" (10). Therefore, the above tendency to
regard heterosexuality as an ideal in the Memoirs might be evidence
for the general trend of eighteenth一ccntury erotica･ However･ a
notorious episode of homosexual relations is included in the novel,
and because of this the Memoirs was banned and most eighteenth-
century and subsequent editions have omitted the scene･ Cleland
wrote a bit too much. The scene of male homosexuality is described
with a meticulous care as an accident, which Fanny encounters in a
･publickhouse" (156) on the way to visit he誼iend･ Fanny describes
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the incident so exhaustively that she has to invent an excuse for her
detailed report: her intention is "to do their deserts instant Justice''by
collecting ''more facts, and certainty against them" (159)･ Therefore,
when Fanny returned to Mrs. Cole's house, she asked the mistress to
make a comment on the reported incident. Mrs･ Cole's homophobic
condemnation confirms the contemporary attitude toward sodomy:
"[Wlhatever effect this infamous passion had in other ages, and
other countries, it seem'd a peculiar blesslng On Our air and climate,
that there was a plague-spot visibly lmpr誼ted on all that are tainted
with it, in this nation at least''(159). Instead of Fanny's direct blame
of sodomy, the Memoirs adopts the framework of the third party as
the reader is glVen the chance for an objective judgment on male
homosexual ity.14
Although objective standpoint is essential in order to acqulre One
truth about sexuality, lt also reveals the endurance of male一male sexual
relations which are mostly rejected for the sake of British identlty･
Thus the Memoirs, Hom the disinterested point Of view, emphasizlng
the criminality of the scene, manages to叫eCt the sodomite and its
homosexual pleasure into the text･ From her natural curioslty, tO See
what is golng tO happen to the two gentlemen, Fanny nnds a ``paper-
patch''on the wainscot of the partition of the public house, plerCeS
it with a needle, and peeps through the hole to see "young sparks
romplng, and pulling one another about - ･ in frolic, and innocent
play… (157).15 Shortly, however, their play becomes an amorous af細r
and Fanny witnesses an appalling scene.
In the sodomy scene, Fanny, as an objective narrator, glVeS the
reader a perspective with which to "gaze upon men's bodies as objects
of desire''(McFarlane 164). The dominant male reader, through
temporal identification with the female character, safely peeps at
male homosexual intercourse･ Fanny lS indeed overwhelmed by this
ねscination, and she jumps down Hom her chair to make an accusation:
‥ in order to raise the house upon them, with such an unlucky
impetuoslty, that some nail or ruggedness in the floor caught
my foot, and flung me on my face with such violence, that I fell
senseless on the ground, and must have lain there some time e'er
any one came to my relief･ (159)
Fanny's faintlng fall issues an alert to the two young sodomites, and
gives them "more than the necessary time to make a safe retreat," (159)
So that the Memoirs preserves the possible pleasures of homosexuality･
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Thus, the Memoirs, desplte its negation of sodomy, creates a moment
that revives the ancient and die-hard erotic pleasure.
My point here is not that the work was celebrating male一male
sexuality, but that novelistic disinterestedness can glVe the reader a
chance to imaglne Sexual interchangeability. Readers of the Memoirs
could be both female and male, which leads to the variety of sexuality
the text effaces from its surface. As Fanny herself is often described as
a hermaphrodite, So readers are allowed to alter their identities as gay,
lesbian, Or bisexual. To enter the public sphere, mode血 readers must
eliminate such sexual ambigulty SO that they can seek to attain the
pleasure itself in order to conmm their heterosexual selridentity･ Yet
the Memoirs demands that the reader is an imaglnative hermaphrodite,
although the possibility of this identlty IS also removed by the
narrative･ The Memoirs presents another possible means of subjection
through its ambivalent representation of the classic hermaphrodite,
which demands another history of British erotica.le
V
I now move to the final problem of how readers of the Memoirs
have voluntarily partlClpated in the making of the public sphere. The
Habermasian concept of the public sphere is a kind of ideal communlty
in which everybody has an equal right to speak freely, bracketing
the actual inequalities of social status. As we have already seen, the
early novelistic descrlptlOnS Of particular information on the privacy
of characters do not destroy but instead help to enhance the coherent
fictionality of the public space. The denslty Of any particularities,
independent of the actual circumstances, changes the constituent
members of the public into imaginary players who could be both
everybody (applicable to all in principle) and nobody (impossible in
reality)･ At any rate, the discussion is open to all members of this
communal sphere in, for example, Coffeehouses and clubs in the
eighteenth-century Britain, which leads to the public oplnion that
aims for an abstract common good･ The Memoirs, as in the episode of
Fanny's seduction of Will, asserts anti-aristocratic libertinism, which
easily nts with the ascending bourgeois mentality of the time.
Although Onania was circulated openly in the public sphere, most
eighteenth一ccntury pornography was consumed in prlVate･ Desplte
its latency, the solitary readers could be easily transformed into
individuals who would always reHect on themselves in terms of both
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confessor and interpreter. The duality of modern individuals makes
them seek pleasure itself in an abstract sense and, ultimately, brings
them to the imaglnative illusion of achievlng lt. Indeed, they confuse
pleasure as such with the desire for pleasure. Through reading the
new erotica, readers, leavlng the fact一缶ction continuum, Could engage
in the fictional construction of the public space fb∫ which rational
disinterestedness is required as a premise. Thus, imaglnative writlngS
such as the Memoirs were essential for the modern formation of the
public sphere in Britain.
The Memoirs presents to us how the eighteenth-century
hermaphroditic writer could attain a disinterested position through
invading the ma一e-female boundary. Fanny, assuming the male
narrative authority in describing the masculine beauty of Charles
and Will, successfully channels their androgynous fluidity Into the
heterosexuality that is indispensable to the modern public sphere. Both
characters manage to keep a seemingly contradictory male-female
sexuality. Despite the notorious homoerotic scene, the Memoirs,
denounclng SOdomy, shows that the traditional sodomitical act, however
explicitly､represented, became residual in the middle of the century.
The Memoirs demands that its readers be imaglnative hermaphrodites,
dooming them to aberrant sexualities that promote their self-
examination of inner transgression.17　The scandal of the sodomitical
scene in the Memoirs lies not in its homosexual event but in the fact
that the readers'interior hermaphroditism is open to the public. When
pleasure becomes word in the Memoirs, modern sexuality as a truth
came into being for the nrst time.
Notes
L Since the hrst appearance of the book, the Memoirs has been censored for
over two hundred years, but the bowdlerized version was circulated widely until
1985, For the last quarter-century, gay/lesbian studies have been inHuential in the
interpretations of the Memoirs. On the history of criticism about the Memoirs,
seeSavor.
2　Although a large number of erotic writings Were available in eighteenth一
ccntury Britain, most were imported or translated from French erotica. In fact
French books were rather accessib一e to the public in London where Samuel Pepys
bought L'Escole des Filles, a "mighty lewd book" in French. Peter Wagner. who
prefers to use "erotica" as a comprehensive term for sexual writmgs, states that
"[p]ornography is di舶cult to de斤ne because both its function and reception are
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variables changing from one historical period to another''(5-6)〟 So is erotica,
and I use these terms without distinction in this essay.
3　For the discussion on the emergence of BritlSh public sphere and its
novelistic discourse, see Habermas 49-51. He argues that the traditional cultura一
value was eroded by the new civil order in which critical abilities both in literature
and politics Harrowed the gaps of class distinction･ However, the modern public
space has not taken over the courtly sphere, but the co-existence or mixture of two
distinct social values was to be found in this period,
4　As lbr French erotica's religlOuS aspects, Wagner argues as follows:生France
exerted a powerful cultural influence on England. and this included the anti-
Catholic attitudes of enlightened writers and the unabashed ribald or obscene
works of Catholic clerics. To be sure, France had her own tradition of bawdy
attacks on the Roman Catholic Church''(73).
5　Rousseau points out the semantic ambigulty of the sodomite: it is '.an
extreme and opprobrious form of condemnation designating religlOuS blasphemy･
political sedition, and even satanic activities including demonism, shamanism･ and
witchcraft… ("The Pursuit of Homosexuality''136), so that this word is not always
a synonym fbi homosexual･
b As for whore's dialogue, "･ I ･ a dialogue between an older and a younger
woman-is one which remained the norm for at least 150 years: it is followed in
all the works discussed here''(Foxon 25)〟 The Memoirs also employs.a s中1ar
form of dia.logue between Fanny and Phoebe who introduces her to prostltutlOn･
7　Savor mentions the prostitute's lack of pleasure, which is a stereotype of the
traditional whore biography (Cleland xviii)･
8　Erotica readers could change their gender positions freely through the
魚ctional identincation with a female narrator. Along with the interchangeability
of roles between sexes, female sexual confessions, seemlngly considered less
serious, Could lend impetus for the male self-reflection･ For the feminization
of male readers. Cowan polntS Out the slgnificance of the Spectator project Of
encouraging po一iteness in the eighteenth-century coffeehouses (46)･ For the early
eighteenth一ccntury construction of civility ln COffeehouses, see Klein･
9　Throughout the eighteenth century, it became slgnificant to generalize
the concept of pleasure, which enabled more and more people to experience
imaglnative identincation with nctional characters of erotica･ McKeon･ referrlng
to Samuel Johnson's judgment of abstract pleasure and Adam Smith's theory
of sympathy, explicates that pleasure itself工ndependent of personal, particular,
and temporary sensation, could be attained by a …equilibration of reason and the
senses" (669). This balancing detachment from the scene of activity is crucial
to the formation of modern readership of the fictional writlngS･ As stated in
The Theory of Moral Sentiments･ Smith'S spectator?Ould realize the empirical
feelings through imaglnation, and also take the objectlVe POSition that is essential
to the modern formation of reHective subjectivlty.
iO Poovey asserts that白[W]hat Hunter, McKeon, and Davis have enabled us
to see is that the writmg that came to be recognized as distinctively Literary
had a number of seventeenth-century antecedents that did not systematically
distinguish between (what w? call) fact and軸on''(29)i McKeon･ as we shall
see, underscores secret histories for his discussion. Poovey also argues that the
historical process of demarcatlng a border between fact and hction contributed to
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llterary Canon Formation in the latter half of the century-
il As Foucault mainly focuses on the nineteenth一ccntury discursive formation
of sexual knowledge, so it might be anachronistlC tO tum tO Foucault's argument
in our discussion. However, he does not confine his perspective to only a
particular age, and in fact we could find the embryotic arrangement of later
sexuality ln eighteenth一ccntury erotica.
12 1m the eighteenth century, a new readership was constructed through the
imaginary COnVerSation with an invisible moderator such as Mr. Spectator. On
the editor's role in transmittlng the private matters into the public domain, see
Brewer 14･ Because of this editorial authority, prlyaCy Was WOrth reading publicly
and became a political issue･ As for the sin-larlty Of the novel and the newspaper,
Anderson states∴`these forms provided the technical means仕)I `re-presentlng'
the kind of imagined community that is the nation''(25). The identincation of the
reader with the editor leads to the transcendental ideal, which enables people to
imaglne the oneness with the unknown reuow beings.
13 Moore, polntlng Out that白Phoebe is heterosexual, lesbian, or bisexual; all
three categories are invoked''(61), asserts the importance of a Sapphic reading of
thenovel.
i4 Miller argues that Fanny as a narrator is indeed the `"I'in drag''that is,
Cleland's female persona: the sodomite epISOde represents a male author'S "phallic
pride of.place, a wish-fulfillment that ultimately translates into structures of
masculine. dominance and authority''(54)〟 Similarly, McFarlane takes notice of
Cleland's female personincation: it is used for the male readers'''masturbatory
pleasures of erotic reading''(162).
15 Frledli discusses the influence of Henry Fielding's Female Husband on
this novel: …The pleasures of surveillance through the `peepholes'in Cleland'S
classic are matched by the pleasures of the imagination evoked by Fielding. The
secrecy of his text invites the reader to speculate endlessly on `transactions not lit
to be mentioned'and must imply that, far from being surprlSlng, Such examples of
`unnatural lusts'will be very familiar to readers" (240).
16 Eighteenth-century Britain shows considerable interest in the transvestite
of masquerade, which reflects the artificial exchange of natural sex. About
Fielding's rue Female Flusband, Castle argues that the heroine "awakens an
equally classic human fascination-for that which is potentially both woman
and man･ or neither" (81)I The universal desire for androgyny expressed here
lS relevant to our discussion of the subversion of gender through the fictional
identmcation of public readers.
L7 The readers'slraight reading lS almost always susceptible to criticism. On
the indeterminacy of the sexuality of readers, see Butler 1 37.
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